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grace

Swooping curves, softly returning arms, and sculptural 
shape define the Grace Armchair. Sublimely comfortable 
and ideal for lounging, Grace Armchair is completely 
customizable allowing di�erent styling combinations 
within Mambo’s collection of materials.

Freedom of composition is the diktat for our Malcolm sideboard. 
Malcolm evocates a present perfect capable of guarding the most 
intimate aspects of people and of their memories. This sideboard is 
a harmonizer and humanizer of spaces. 
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The Jean collection is an elegant group of tables 
enriched by the combination of distinct marbles, making 
these pieces an original option with a dynamic feel.
Where soft curves meet solid structures, shape meets 
form and sophistication meets playfulness. Mix and play 
with the marbles we have to o�er, making your pieces 
unique yet fluid.

jean
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With a sophisticated and finely handcrafted shape, the Luc collec-
tion purpose is to elevate you.
The armchair is bold and inviting with its arms seemingly reaching 
out to you.
With the Luc collection you can choose between a wooden or a 
lacquered wood structure complemented by a cane wickerwork 
backrest.

luc



About Mambo Unlimited Ideas:

The brand is based in Lisbon, Portugal, a country with a long crafts tradition. The city of Lisbon growing dynamic reflects 
the emerging creativity and energy that is making Lisbon to be recognised as a new cultural and business cluster and here 
Mambo gathered the energies of talented people to develop its collection. 

Mambo’s growing presence in the international market reflects the brand approach: “Our work is about innovation and 
creativity, with quality. And that’s what we love to do. We channel our suppliers craft abilities leading our production 
teams to careful produce each item of our collection, delivering top quality original products.  

The care and dedication put into each pieces’production reflects the whole path from the inspiration and research to the 
design development and materials selection. Our challenge and goal is to constantly create original and quality products 
while developing a growing globally recognised company, through our collections and our relation with all the market 
players.

We invite you to travel through our collection, getting to know the richness of our piece’s. In this collection
you will find original pieces where many di�erent crafts and materials are creatively joined together in balance, for 
surprising, fresh and functional results.”
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Note do editors:

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Agnes Couch by Mambo Unlimited Ideas

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Link by Utu Soulful Lighting

Follow on social media with #mambounlimitedideas
Share and post on Instagram: @mambo_unlimitedideas
Share and like on Facebook: www.facebook.com/mambo.unlimitedideas
Share on Pinterest: @mambounlimited
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